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Abstract. Extending Andreussi and Gurtin’s (1977) pioneering work on the wrinkling of a free surface, we inves-
tigate the wrinkling stability of an incompressible elastic-like half-space whose surface is proximate to a contactor.
Assuming a plane-strain deformation and accounting for both surface prestress and curvature-dependence of the
surface free-energy density, we impose balances of forces and torques both in the bulk and on the surface. From the
resulting linearized bulk and superﬁcial equations, we derive a quintic dimensionless dispersion relation and perform
a parametric study to see when stable or unstable behavior of the free surface is manifested. In contrast to the
quadratic dispersion relation of Andreussi and Gurtin (1977), we obtain a quintic dispersion relation. An anlysis of
this dispersion relation shows that the combined eﬀects associated with surface pre-stress, curvature-dependence of
the surface free-energy density, and the interactions between the surface and the proximate contactor lead always to
an increased number linearly stable wrinkled conﬁgurations.
1. Introduction
From mirrors to semiconductors, the uses of thin ﬁlms on substrates are omnipresent and increasing.
The growth of modern methods to prepare ﬁlms, e.g., ultra-high vacuum and molecular-beam
epitaxy techniques, as well as an increased theoretical understanding of their behavior, have en-
abled a great expansion of technological applications (Lu¨th 1995; Venables 2000). Thin ﬁlms have
revolutionized the electronics industry and led to the development of magnetic and optical memory
devices, improved integrated circuits, ﬂat-panel displays, and a host of other inventions (Matacotta
and Ottaviani 1995). With the advent of nanotechnology and the ability to pattern silicon and
polymers on the nanometer scale, thin ﬁlms are now being harnessed in microstructural applications
in the ﬁelds of electronics, chemistry, biology, and biophysics (Burns et al. 1998; Herminghaus 2003;
Lyuksyutov et al. 2003; Morariu et al. 2003; Pollack et al. 2001; Scha¨ﬀer et al. 2000).
Due to the wealth of applications, the stability of thin ﬁlms is important. In photolithography
and coatings, for example, it is necessary to be able to deposit a stable ﬁlm with uniform thickness
(Morariu et al. 2003). With an eye towards understanding the mechanisms of foams and emulsions,
coalescence of bubbles and droplets, and vapor condensation on a solid surface, researchers have
studied the thinning and rupture of a liquid ﬁlm on a surface (Ruckenstein and Jain 1974). Because
of the technological relevance of understanding adhesion failure mechanisms, much research into
the dewetting of thin liquid ﬁlms has occurred (Herminghaus et al. 1998; Reiter 1992; Sharma and
Khanna 1998; Xie et al. 1998; Yerushalmi-Rozen et al. 1999).
Buckling is another important aspect of ﬁlm stability. Shuttleworth’s (1950) conclusion that some
crystals could support a negative surface tension led Orowan (1970) to conjecture that buckling
might occur if the compressive surface stress were great enough. Superﬁcial buckling has relevance
in the semiconductor industry where many dissimilar layers are bonded together and can buckle due
to a mismatch of thermal expansion coeﬃcients between layers (Shield et al. 1994). In the industrial
process of shot-peening, superﬁcial compressive stresses may also arise (Gurtin and Murdoch 1978).
In addition, surface buckling has been observed when a sheet of rubber on a substate is immersed
in a solvent that causes swelling of the rubber. The solvent is immediately absorbed by the surface,
which is constrained from swelling by the unswollen bulk material into which the solvent has
not yet diﬀused. Thus, at high degrees of swelling, the surface buckles and becomes wrinkled
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(Southern and Thomas 1965). Buckling has also been seen during the relative motion of spherical
soft-rubber sliders on hard tracks and vice versa, where moving buckled folds known as “waves
of detachment” traverse the surface of the rubber, thereby allowing sliding to proceed, while full
contact is maintained elsewhere (Schallamach 1971).
The fact that compressive surface stresses can exist in certain crystals was a motivating factor
for Gurtin and Murdoch (1975) to develop a general, rational, nonlinear theory of surface-stressed
solids within the setting of modern ﬁnite elasticity. Therein, they treated the surface as a membrane
of inﬁnitesimal thickness bonded to a three-dimensional substrate. As Steigmann and Ogden (1997)
note, the work of Gurtin and Murdoch (1975) was seminal in that it furnished a basis for the study
of the mechanics of coated surfaces.
To study Orowan’s (1970) conjecture of surface buckling, Andreussi and Gurtin (1977) applied
Gurtin and Murdoch’s (1975) continuum theory to the wrinkling of a free surface on a half-space.
They showed that wrinkling is possible when either the residual surface stress is compressive or
the superﬁcial elastic modulus is negative. In addition, Andreussi and Gurtin’s (1977) model has
been used to explain the surface reconstruction of gold(110) and platinum(110), which occurs when
these materials are heated to temperatures above a certain fraction of their melting temperatures
(Cammarata 1994).
Because Andreussi and Gurtin (1977) considered a half-space, there is inherently no geometric
length scale. Such a length scale enters when the ﬁlm is of a ﬁnite thickness or when a layer of ﬁnite
or inﬁnite extent is brought close to an adjacent body. These issues have been addressed in more
recent work. The surface stability of initially unstressed liquid polymer ﬁlms under external van
der Waals or electrostatic forces has been investigated (Herminghaus 1999, 2003; Lyuksyutov et
al. 2003; Morariu et al. 2003; Scha¨ﬀer et al. 2000). More recently, research into instabilities of this
type has been extended to encompass solid elastic ﬁlms. The instability therein occurs as a result of
competition between the stabilizing bulk and superﬁcial energies and the destabilizing interaction
energy between the ﬁlm and contactor (Ghatak et al. 2000; Mo¨nch and Herminghaus 2001; Ru
2002; Sarkar et al. 2003; Shenoy and Sharma 2001, 2002). These instabilities have relevance in
such applications as the peeling of adhesives, stability of polymer brushes, and crazing (Ghatak et
al. 2000; Shenoy and Sharma 2001). In general, surface instabilities are undesirable. However, in
the techniques of soft lithography and atomic force microscopy-assisted electrostatic lithography,
such instabilities are now being used to advantage in order to generate precise, micrometer-sized
patterns in polymers (Herminghaus 2003; Lyuksyutov et al. 2003; Morariu et al. 2003; Scha¨ﬀer et
al. 2000).
Motivated by recent research (Mo¨nch and Herminghaus 2001; Shenoy and Sharma 2001), Ru
(2004) investigated the surface instability of a semi-inﬁnite elastic body under the inﬂuence of sur-
face van der Waals forces. Ru (2004) focused on wrinkling induced solely by a contactor, neglecting
both the eﬀects of surface prestress and curvature-dependence of the surface free-energy density. As
an extension of the work of Andreussi and Gurtin (1977) and Ru (2004), we study the stability of an
incompressible elastic-like half-space whose surface is proximate to a contactor. Since this stability
is a surface phenomenon, it is as if we are dealing with a thin ﬁlm. Also, because the ﬁlms which
Mo¨nch and Herminghaus (2001) and Shenoy and Sharma (2001) investigated had thicknesses three
orders of magnitude greater than the gap distance between the ﬁlm surface and contactor, treating
the ﬁlm as semi-inﬁnite is reasonable. Although we do not consider a ﬁlm of ﬁnite depth, we extend
the aforementioned work in solid elastic ﬁlms in that, like Andreussi and Gurtin (1977), we account
for the presence of a residual surface stress in the ﬁlm. While the presence of such a stress is not
necessary to cause an instability (Ru 2002), we seek the inﬂuence of the stress on the ﬁlm behavior
and the onset of that instability. Thus, an understanding of the initially unstressed state is derived
as a special case of our results. Furthermore, following Steigmann and Ogden (1997), we include
surface curvature eﬀects so that surface stress ﬁelds in global energy-minimizing conﬁgurations are
possible.
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Figure 1. The half-space surface S and associated orthonormal basis {e1, e2, e3}.
We take the general expression for the free-energy density of a three-dimensional, incompressible,
isotropic, hyperelastic elastomer. Considering such material to inhabit a half-space, we impose force
balance both in the bulk and on the surface. The interaction of a rigid contactor with a surface is
accounted for by a potential (Mo¨nch and Herminghaus 2001; Podio-Guidugli 1988; Podio-Guidugli
and Caﬀarelli 1990; Shenoy and Sharma 2001). From the resulting linearized bulk and superﬁcial
equations, we derive a dispersion relation and ﬁnd parameter values for which stable or unstable
behavior of the ﬁlm surface is manifested.
2. General Theory
2.1. Kinematics
We introduce a right-handed, rectangular, Cartesian basis {e1, e2, e3} and consider a material that,
in a reference state, occupies the half-space {x : −∞ < x1 < ∞, x2 ≤ 0,−∞ < x3 < ∞} in three-
dimensional Euclidean point space. The free surface {x : x2 = 0} of that half-space has unit in-plane
tangents e1 and e3 and outward unit normal e2 (Figure 1).
We assume that the deformation y is planar with the form
y(x) = y1(x1, x2)e1 + y2(x1, x2)e2 + x3e3. (2.1)
The e1 and e2 components of y are deﬁned on the half-plane {(x1, x2) : −∞ < x1 < ∞, x2 < 0},
which has deformed image (Figure 2)
D = {(η1, η2) : −∞ < η1 <∞, η2 < y2(x1, 0)}. (2.2)
Further, the free surface of the deformed body is determined by translation of the curve
C = {(η1, η2) : η1 = y1(x1, 0), η2 = y2(x1, 0)} (2.3)
in the e3 direction. We therefore refer to C as the free surface.
Associated with y is the deformation gradient
F = y1,1e1 ⊗ e1 + y1,2e1 ⊗ e2 + y2,1e2 ⊗ e1 + y2,2e2 ⊗ e2 + e3 ⊗ e3. (2.4)
Since our focus is on rubber-like (and, therefore, incompressible) materials, we require that the
deformation be isochoric, i.e.,
detF = y1,1y2,2 − y1,2y2,1 = 1. (2.5)
When evaluated on the line x2 = 0, the ﬁeld
y,1 = Fe1 (2.6)
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Figure 2. The half-space and contactor in: (a) the reference conﬁguration; (b) the spatial conﬁguration.
is the strain vector of C. Since F is invertible, the associated surface stretch
λ = |y,1| = |Fe1| (2.7)
is strictly positive. In view of (2.6) and (2.7), the vector ﬁelds
t =
y,1
λ
and n = e3 × t (2.8)
determine the unit tangent and outward unit normal to C.
Let θ be deﬁned such that
t = cos θe1 + sin θe2 and n = − sin θe1 + cos θe2. (2.9)
On using s to denote the arclength on C, it follows from (2.7) that
s,1 = λ. (2.10)
Thus, viewing t and n as functions of arclength on C, we have the Frenet formulæ
∂t
∂s
= κn,
∂n
∂s
= −κt, (2.11)
with
κ =
∂θ
∂s
(2.12)
being the curvature of C.
From the deﬁnition (2.8)1 for t, the Frenet formulæ in (2.11), and the relation (2.12) for κ, we
have the identities
∂(y˙)
∂s
=
1
λ
(y˙),1 =
1
λ
y˙,1 =
1
λ
λ˙t = θ˙n+
λ˙t
λ
,
∂(θ˙)
∂s
=
1
λ
(θ˙),1 =
1
λ
˙θ,1 =
1
λ
λ˙κ = κ˙ +
λ˙κ
λ
.


(2.13)
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Finally, using (2.4), we ﬁnd that λ, t, n, and κ can be expressed in terms of the components of the
deformation gradient as
λ(x1) =
√
y21,1(x1, 0) + y
2
2,1(x1, 0),
t(x1) =
y1,1(x1, 0)e1 + y2,1(x1, 0)e2
λ(x1)
,
n(x1) =
−y2,1(x1, 0)e1 + y1,1(x1, 0)e2
λ(x1)
,
κ(x1) =
y1,1(x1, 0)y2,11(x1, 0)− y2,1(x1, 0)y1,11(x1, 0)
λ3(x1)
.


(2.14)
2.2. Basic laws
We formulate the basic laws in the spatial conﬁguration (See Figure 2b.). We designate P as a subset
of D with boundary ∂P oriented by a unit normal ﬁeld m directed outward from P. Further, we
denote L as a subset of C. The curve L has initial point (in terms of increasing s) ya and endpoint
yb (cf. Figure 3).
Since we focus on static equilibrium, inertia is not germane. Apart from the interaction of the
contactor with the surface, we neglect all other external body forces.
2.2.1. Bulk force balance
We denote by T the Cauchy stress and impose force balance in the bulk by requiring that∫
∂P
Tmds = 0 (2.15)
for all P. Equivalently, we ﬁnd that the bulk force balance
divT = 0 (2.16)
must hold on D, where div denotes the two-dimensional divergence on D.
2.2.2. Bulk torque balance
We assume that body couples are absent and enforce torque balance in the bulk by requiring that∫
∂P
y × Tmds = 0 (2.17)
for all P.1 Now, localizing (2.17) and making use of (2.16), we have the bulk torque balance
T = T (2.18)
on D.
2.2.3. Bulk free-energy imbalance
For isothermal processes, the ﬁrst and second laws of thermodynamics combine to form an imbalance
that states that the time rate of change of the total free-energy in any material control volume
1 In (2.17), × denotes the two-dimensional cross-product; that is, given vectors a = a1e1+a2e2 and b = b1e1+b2e2,
a × b = a1b2 − a2b1. Note that this is not so in (2.8)2, where × indicates the conventional three-dimensional
cross-product.
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Figure 3. Surface C with superﬁcial forces sa and sb.
cannot exceed the power expended on that volume by external agencies. To formulate the form of
that imbalance relevant to our setting, we allow for a parametric time-dependence. Introducing the
bulk free-energy density per unit volume Ψ for the half-space, we enforce the free-energy imbalance
for a material region P by requiring that
˙∫
P
Ψ da ≤
∫
∂P
Tm · y˙ ds, (2.19)
where a superposed dot denotes diﬀerentiation with respect to time. Localizing (2.19) and noting
that, in view of (2.5),
˙∫
P
Ψ da =
∫
P
Ψ˙ da, (2.20)
we obtain the bulk dissipation inequality
Ψ˙− (TF−) · F˙ ≤ 0 (2.21)
on D.
2.2.4. Superﬁcial force balance
We introduce a surface stress s that arises in response to changes in the arclength and a contactor
interaction force f that accounts for the interaction between the surface and contactor. Corre-
sponding to ya and yb are respective superﬁcial stresses sa and sb. Equilibrium for the surface
requires that for all L and all time
[s]ba −
∫
L
(Tn− f) ds = 0, (2.22)
where [w]ba = wb − wa for any ﬁeld w. We ﬁnd that (2.22) is equivalent to
∂s
∂s
= Tn− f . (2.23)
We allow for the possibility that the surface stress possesses nontrivial components tangent and
normal to C and write
s = σt+ τn, (2.24)
where σ is the surface tension and τ is the surface shear. It then follows from the Frenet formulæ
given in (2.11) that (2.23) can be written as(
∂σ
∂s
− τκ
)
t+
(
σκ +
∂τ
∂s
)
t = Tn− f . (2.25)
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Figure 4. Surface C with superﬁcial couples Ma and Mb.
2.2.5. Superﬁcial torque balance
We assume that the surface possesses ﬂexural stiﬀness and therefore introduce a (scalar) surface
couple-stress M that arises in response to changes in the curvature. The respective superﬁcial
couple-stresses Ma and Mb occur at ya and yb (See Figure 4.). Assuming that body couples are
absent, we impose torque balance for L by requiring that[
M + (y − 0)×s
]b
a
−
∫
L
y×(Tn− f) ds = 0. (2.26)
Here, as in (2.17), × denotes the two-dimensional cross-product. Localizing (2.26) and making use
of (2.23), we have the superﬁcial torque balance
∂M
∂s
+
1
λ
y,1×s = 0 (2.27)
on C.
By the relationship (2.8)1 for t, we ﬁnd that (2.27) simpliﬁes to
∂M
∂s
+ t×s = 0. (2.28)
In view of the expression (2.24) for s, t× s = τ , and (2.28) becomes
∂M
∂s
+ τ = 0, (2.29)
which can be viewed as determining the surface shear via
τ = −∂M
∂s
. (2.30)
2.2.6. Superﬁcial free-energy imbalance
In addition to the free-energy density Ψ of the bulk material introduced in Section 2.2.3, we account
for the superﬁcial free-energy density ψ, measured per unit area on the surface {x : −∞ < x1 <
∞, x2 = 0} of the referential half-space {x : −∞ < x1 <∞, x2 ≤ 0}. Analogous to the balance for
the bulk free energy, the free-energy imbalance for L then requires that
˙∫
L
ψ
λ
ds ≤
[
s · y˙ + Mθ˙
]b
a
−
∫
L
(Tn− f) · y˙ ds. (2.31)
Using the balances (2.23) and (2.29), the expression (2.24) for the surface stress, and the identities
(2.13) for ∂(y˙)/∂s and ∂(θ˙)/∂s, we ﬁnd that[
s · y˙ + Mθ˙
]b
a
−
∫
L
(Tn− f) · y˙ ds =
∫
L
1
λ
(
(σ + Mκ)λ˙ + λMκ˙
)
ds. (2.32)
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Thus, the energy imbalance (2.31) becomes
˙∫
L
ψ
λ
ds ≤
∫
L
1
λ
(
(σ + Mκ)λ˙ + λMκ˙
)
ds. (2.33)
Localizing (2.33) and using the identity
˙∫
L
ψ
λ
ds =
∫
L
ψ˙
λ
ds, (2.34)
we obtain the superﬁcial dissipation inequality on C, viz.,
ψ˙ ≤ (σ + Mκ)λ˙ + λMκ˙. (2.35)
2.3. Constitutive theory
Having established the balance laws in Section 2.2, we now turn to the constitutive determination
of the bulk and superﬁcial quantities appearing in those laws.
2.3.1. Bulk
We model the material as an incompressible, isotropic, hyperelastic solid. Thus, consistent with the
bulk dissipation inequality (2.21), the bulk free-energy density has the form
Ψ = Ψˆ(I1, I2), (2.36)
where I1 and I2 denote the scalar invariants of the left Cauchy–Green tensor B = FF:
I1 = trB, I2 = 12((trB)
2 − tr(B2)). (2.37)
Furthermore, the Cauchy stress T has the form
T =
∂Ψˆ(I1, I2)
∂F
− pI = 2∂Ψˆ(I1, I2)
∂I1
B − 2∂Ψˆ(I1, I2)
∂I2
B−1 − pI, (2.38)
where p is a constitutively indeterminate pressure required to maintain the constraint (2.5) of
incompressibility.
For later use, we deﬁne the inﬁnitesimal shear modulus µ as
µ = 2
(
∂Ψˆ(I1, I2)
∂I1
+
∂Ψˆ(I1, I2)
∂I2
)∣∣∣∣
(I1,I2)=(3,3)
(2.39)
and also stipulate that
µ > 0 (2.40)
from this point on.
2.3.2. Surface
We assume that the surface free energy ψ is constitutively determined by a function ψˆ of λ and κ.
The dependence on κ is motivated by the work of Steigmann and Ogden (1997), who demonstrated
that without it, surface stress ﬁelds are not possible in global energy-minimizing conﬁgurations.
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Although Andreussi and Gurtin (1977) did not include κ dependence, their results may still apply
to states that are local energy minimizers.
Using the local superﬁcial energy imbalance (2.35), we ﬁnd that
σ =
∂ψˆ(λ, κ)
∂λ
− κ
λ
∂ψˆ(λ, κ)
∂κ
,
M =
∂ψˆ(λ, κ)
∂κ
.


(2.41)
Thus, once M is known, τ can be determined from (2.30) and s can then be computed from (2.24).
For later use, we deﬁne
l1 =
∂ψˆ(λ, κ)
∂λ
∣∣∣∣
(λ,κ) = (1,0)
, l2 =
∂2ψˆ(λ, κ)
∂λ2
∣∣∣∣
(λ,κ) = (1,0)
,
γ =
∂2ψˆ(λ, κ)
∂λ∂κ
∣∣∣∣
(λ,κ) = (1,0)
, k1 =
∂ψˆ(λ, κ)
∂κ
∣∣∣∣
(λ,κ) = (1,0)
,
and k2 =
∂2ψˆ(λ, κ)
∂κ2
∣∣∣∣
(λ,κ) = (1,0)
.


(2.42)
We note that in the undeformed conﬁguration (λ = 1, κ = 0), l1 is the superﬁcial residual stress, k1
the superﬁcial residual couple, l2 a superﬁcial elastic modulus, k2 a superﬁcial curvature modulus,
and γ a modulus which couples surface stretch and curvature.
We now turn to the contactor interaction force f that accounts for the van der Waals or other
forces arising between the half-space and contactor. The choice of f is part of the larger problem
of modeling the interaction of a body with its surroundings. This interaction has been investigated
from a variational viewpoint by Podio-Guidugli (1988) and Podio-Guidugli and Caﬀarelli (1990).
Consistent with other recent work where the gap d (Figure 2b) between the contactor and half-
space is suﬃciently small for van der Waals forces to be signiﬁcant (Mo¨nch and Herminghaus 2001;
Shenoy and Sharma 2001), we herein take f to be generated by a potential Φ.
Since f should be translationally invariant, we take
f = −Φ′(u2(x1, 0))e2 = f(x1)e2. (2.43)
2.4. General governing equations
By combining the local bulk force balance (2.16) and the second of (2.38) for the stress T , we
obtain a partial diﬀerential equation in the half-space:
2 div
(
∂Ψˆ(I1, I2)
∂I1
B − ∂Ψˆ(I1, I2)
∂I2
B−1
)
= grad p. (2.44)
We use the constitutive relation (2.38) for the Cauchy stress T in the local superﬁcial force
balance (2.25), which yields the following partial diﬀerential equation on the surface:
(
∂σ
∂s
− τκ
)
t+
(
σκ +
∂τ
∂s
)
n =
(
2
∂Ψˆ(I1, I2)
∂I1
B − 2∂Ψˆ(I1, I2)
∂I2
B−1 − pI
)
n− f . (2.45)
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3. Linearization
In their works on solid elastic ﬁlms with a contactor, Mo¨nch and Herminghaus (2001) and Shenoy
and Sharma (2001) showed that a surface instability is manifested in the absence of residual stress.
As mentioned in the Introduction, we are interested in how the addition of a superﬁcial residual
stress aﬀects the stability of the surface with a proximate contactor. We expect that competition
between bulk, surface, and contactor energetics should lead to a preference for static states in
which the surface is inﬁnitesimally wavy (Andreussi and Gurtin 1977). To capture the waviness, we
perform a linearization, wherein the rippled surface is considered as a perturbation to an initially
ﬂat surface.
3.1. Kinematics
We now set
yα = xα + uα, (3.1)
where   1. A reasonable deﬁnition for  might be determined by relative measures of energy
together with some critical separation length between the surface and the contactor. With the
choice of y in (3.1), (2.4) becomes
Fαβ = δαβ + uα,β . (3.2)
Thus, to ﬁrst order, the constraint detF = 1 of incompressibility (2.5) is still satisﬁed, which with
(3.2) results in the condition
uα,α = O(). (3.3)
From (3.2), we compute
F−1αβ = δαβ − uα,β + O(2) and F−αβ = δαβ − uβ,α + O(2), (3.4)
and therefore ﬁnd the linearized forms of the left Cauchy–Green tensor and its inverse:
Bαβ = δαβ + (uα,β + uβ,α) + O(2),
B−1αβ = δαβ − (uα,β + uβ,α) + O(2).
}
(3.5)
Using (3.5) in the expressions (2.37) for the invariants and enforcing (3.3), we ﬁnd that
I1 = I2 = 3 + O(2). (3.6)
With (3.1), it follows from the form (2.14)1 of λ that
λ = 1 + u1,1 + O(2). (3.7)
Thus,
1
λ
= 1− u1,1 + O(2). (3.8)
Further, using (3.1) and (3.7) in (2.14)2,3,4, we have
t = e1 + u2,1e2 + O(2),
n = −u2,1e1 + e2 + O(2),
κ = u2,11 + O(2).

 (3.9)
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We emphasize that (3.7)–(3.9) are evaluated on the surface C.
3.2. Bulk force balance
Because the deformation (3.1) is only slightly perturbed, it is reasonable to expect that the pressure
p will be as well. Thus, we assume that
p = p0 + π˜, (3.10)
where p0, as determined later in (3.31), is the pressure required to maintain the constraint (2.5)
in the reference conﬁguration (F = I) and π˜ is a perturbation of the pressure ﬁeld induced by
wrinkling of the surface.
We incorporate the linearized expressions (3.5) for the left Cauchy–Green tensor and its inverse,
the linearized forms (3.6) of its invariants, and the assumed expansion (3.10) of the pressure to
obtain two results. First, using these equations in the expression (2.38) for the Cauchy stress, we
ﬁnd that
T = 2
∂Ψˆ(I1, I2)
∂I1
∣∣∣
(I1,I2)=(3,3)
(I + (∇u+ (∇u))
− 2∂Ψˆ(I1, I2)
∂I2
∣∣∣
(I1,I2)=(3,3)
(I − (∇u+ (∇u))− (p0 + π˜)I + O(2). (3.11)
Next, substituting these same expressions into the bulk force balance given in (2.44) and accounting
for the constraint (3.3) yield the linearized bulk balance µuα,ββ = π˜,α, where µ is deﬁned in (2.39).
Thus, by (3.3) and the linearized bulk balance, we ﬁnd that in the bulk, u1 and u2 must satisfy
u1,1 + u2,2 = 0,
µ(u1,11 + u1,22) = π˜,1,
µ(u2,11 + u2,22) = π˜,2.

 (3.12)
We diﬀerentiate (3.12)2 with respect to x2 and (3.12)3 with respect to x1 to obtain
µ(u1,112 + u1,222) = π˜,12,
µ(u2,111 + u2,122) = π˜,12.
}
(3.13)
Subtracting (3.13)2 from (3.13)1, we ﬁnd that (3.12)2,3 imply
u1,112 + u1,222 − u2,111 − u2,122 = 0. (3.14)
3.3. Superficial force balance
We now turn to the superﬁcial balance of (2.45). Consistent with the discussion in Section 2.3.2,
we assume that
f(x1) = −dΦ(x)dx
∣∣∣
x=d−u2(x1,0)
= −dΦ(x)
dx
∣∣∣
x=d
+ 
d2Φ(x)
dx2
∣∣∣
x=d
u2(x1, 0) + O(2), (3.15)
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where d is the gap distance between the undeformed free surface and the contactor as shown in
Figure 2. We further assume that Φ is a van der Waals type interaction, so that
Φ(x) =
A
12πx2
, (3.16)
where A > 0 is the Hamaker constant (Hamaker 1937). On substituting (3.16) into the linearized
expression (3.15)2 for f(x1), we ﬁnd that f in (2.43) becomes
f =
( A
6πd3
+ 
A
2πd4
u2(x1, 0) + O(2)
)
e2. (3.17)
Incorporating the linearized expressions (3.7) and (3.9)1 for λ and κ, we expand ψˆ(λ, κ) and,
using the deﬁnitions (2.42), ﬁnd that
ψˆ(λ, κ) = ψˆ(1, 0) + l1u1,1 + k1u2,11 + O(2). (3.18)
Substituting (3.18) into the constitutive relation (2.41)1 for σ, we have
σ = l1 + (l2u1,1 + (γ − k1)u2,11) + O(2). (3.19)
By (2.7) and (2.10),
∂σ
∂s
=
1
λ
∂σ
∂x1
. (3.20)
With 1/λ as given in (3.8) and the expression (3.19) for σ, we have
∂σ
∂s
= (l2u1,11 + (γ − k1)u2,111) + O(2). (3.21)
To compute τ , we ﬁrst ﬁnd M from the constitutive relation (2.41)2 and then determine τ from
(2.30). We use the expansion (3.18) of ψˆ(λ, κ) in (2.41)2 to obtain
M = k1 + γu1,1 + k2u2,11 + O(2). (3.22)
Proceeding as in the derivation of (3.20), we have
∂M
∂s
=
1
λ
∂M
∂x1
. (3.23)
Then with (3.8) and (3.22), (3.23) yields
∂M
∂s
= (γu1,11 + k2u2,111) + O(2). (3.24)
From (2.30), τ is the negative of ∂M/∂s, so
τ = −(γu1,11 + k2u2,111) + O(2). (3.25)
Since (cf. (3.20) and (3.23))
∂τ
∂s
=
1
λ
∂τ
∂x1
, (3.26)
(3.8) and (3.25) yield
∂τ
∂s
= −(γu1,111 + k2u2,1111) + O(2). (3.27)
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After substituting σ and ∂σ/∂s from (3.19) and (3.21), τ and ∂τ/∂s from (3.25) and (3.27), and
t, n, and κ from (3.9) into the left-hand side of the superﬁcial balance (2.45), we ﬁnd that to ﬁrst
order,
(
∂σ
∂s
− τκ
)
t+
(
σκ +
∂τ
∂s
)
n = (l2u1,11 + (γ − k1)u2,111)e1
+ (l1u2,11 − γu1,111 − k2u2,1111)e2. (3.28)
Now, we substitute T from (3.11), f given in (3.17), and the linearized expression (3.9)2 for n into
the right-hand side of the superﬁcial balance (2.45), and ﬁnd that to ﬁrst order,
Tn− f = 
(
µu1,2 +
(
p0 + 4
∂Ψˆ(I1, I2)
∂I2
∣∣∣∣
(I1,I2)=(3,3)
)
u2,1
)
e1
+
(
2
(
∂Ψˆ(I1, I2)
∂I1
− ∂Ψˆ(I1, I2)
∂I2
)∣∣∣∣
(I1,I2)=(3,3)
− p0 − A6πd3 + 
(
2µu2,2 − π˜ − A2πd4u2
))
e2. (3.29)
On combining (3.28) and (3.29), the local superﬁcial force balance (2.45) becomes

(
µu1,2 +
(
p0 + 4
∂Ψˆ(I1, I2)
∂I2
∣∣∣∣
(I1,I2)=(3,3)
)
u2,1
)
e1
+
(
2
(
∂Ψˆ(I1, I2)
∂I1
− ∂Ψˆ(I1, I2)
∂I2
)∣∣∣∣
(I1,I2)=(3,3)
− p0
− A
6πd3
+ 
(
2µu2,2 − π˜ − A2πd4u2
))
e2
= (l2u1,11 + (γ − k1)u2,111)e1 + (l1u2,11 − γu1,111 − k2u2,1111)e2. (3.30)
Finally, equating both the corresponding orders of  and components of e1 and e2 in (3.30), we ﬁnd
that
p0 = 2
(
∂Ψˆ(I1, I2)
∂I1
− ∂Ψˆ(I1, I2)
∂I2
)∣∣∣∣
(I1,I2)=(3,3)
− A
6πd3
(3.31)
and that on the surface,
µu1,2 +
(
µ− A
6πd3
)
u2,1 = l2u1,11 + (γ − k1)u2,111,
2µu2,2 − π˜ − A2πd4u2 = l1u2,11 − γu1,111 − k2u2,1111.

 (3.32)
4. Analysis
We now turn to an analysis of the linearized bulk and superﬁcial balance equations (3.12)2,3 and
(3.32). In Section 4.1, we introduce a stream function χ that satisﬁes the constraint (3.12)1 and,
after assuming forms for χ and π˜, derive a dispersion relation in terms of ω, a dimensionless wave
number, and various material parameters. In Section 4.2, we nondimensionalize the dispersion
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relation and ﬁnd six dimensionless groups in addition to ω. We independently vary each group and
examine the eﬀect on the the linear stability of ω for the four individual cases which result from
taking positive and negative pairings of the superﬁcial residual stress l1 and the superﬁcial elastic
modulus l2. The results and regions of linear stability are then compared with those derived by
Andreussi and Gurtin (1977).
4.1. Dispersion relation
To ensure satisfaction of the constraint (3.12)1 that u1,1+u2,2 = 0, we introduce the stream function
χ deﬁned by
u1 = χ,2 and u2 = −χ,1. (4.1)
We use (4.1) in the component forms (3.12)2,3 of the bulk balance and obtain the bulk equations
µ(χ,112 + χ,222) = π˜,1,
−µ(χ,111 + χ,122) = π˜,2.
}
(4.2)
Also, substituting (4.1) into the implication (3.14) of the bulk force balance, we ﬁnd that, χ satisﬁes
the biharmonic equation
χ,1111 + 2χ,1122 + χ,2222 = 0. (4.3)
Using the assumed forms (4.1) for u1 and u2 in the linearized superﬁcial balance (3.32) yields
µχ,22 +
(
A
6πd3
− µ
)
χ,11 = l2χ,112 + (k1 − γ)χ,1111,
A
2πd4
χ,1 − 2µχ,12 − π˜ = −l1χ,111 − γχ,1112 + k2χ,11111,


(4.4)
which must hold on the surface.
We seek solutions χ that satisfy the biharmonic equation (4.3) and give rise to a stable wrinkled
surface. In addition, the stresses and displacements derived from these solutions should decay to 0
as x2 → −∞. Thus, we now take the ansatz
χ(x1, x2) = (a + bx2) sin
(ωx1
d
)
exp
(ωx2
d
)
+ cc, (4.5)
where ω is a dimensionless wave number and cc denotes the complex conjugate. The inclusion of
the complex conjugate allows for ω to be complex but ensures that χ is real. Using (4.5) in (4.2)–
(4.4), we seek solutions of (4.2) and (4.4) for which ω > 0 to see when a stable rippled surface can
manifest itself for x2 < 0. The wavelength of the wrinkled surface is then 2πd/ω. In a similar vein,
we also assume that
π˜(x1, x2) = π0 cos
(ωx1
d
)
exp
(ωx2
d
)
+ cc. (4.6)
Substituting (4.5) and (4.6) in either of (4.2) yields
2µω
d
b + π0 = 0 (4.7)
in the bulk.
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In (4.4), we use the respective forms (4.5) and (4.6) for χ and π˜, specialized to the surface x2 = 0
and ﬁnd
(
ω
d
)2(
− A
6πd3
+ 2µ +
ω
d
(
l2 + (γ − k1)ω
d
))
a +
ω
d
(
2µ + l2
ω
d
)
b = 0,
ω
d
(
− A
2πd4
+
ω
d
(
2µ +
ω
d
(
l1 +
ω
d
(
γ + k2
ω
d
))))
a +
ω
d
(
2µ + γ
(
ω
d
)2)
b + π0 = 0.


(4.8)
The bulk and superﬁcial equations (4.7)–(4.8) form a homogeneous linear system in a, b, and
π0. In order to have a nontrivial solution, it necessary that the determinant of the system vanish.
Incorporating this requirement, we obtain the following dispersion relation for ω:
(γ2 − k1γ − k2l2)
(
ω
d
)5
− 2µk2
(
ω
d
)4
−
(
A
6πd3
γ + l1l2
)(
ω
d
)3
− 2µ(l1 + l2)
(
ω
d
)2
+
(
A
2πd4
l2 − 4µ2
)
ω
d
= − A
πd4
µ. (4.9)
If we specialize to a neo-Hookean rubber with no contactor so that A = 0 or d → ∞ and neglect
curvature dependence of the surface free-energy density so that κ = 0, we ﬁnd that (4.9) collapses
to
l1l2
4µ2
Ω2 +
l1 + l2
2µ
Ω + 1 = 0, (4.10)
which is the specialization to the case ν = 1/2 of the dispersion relation derived by Andreussi and
Gurtin (1977). In (4.10), Ω is a dimensional wave number into which d has been subsumed because
of the loss of the length scale associated with the absence of the contactor.
4.2. Nondimensional analysis
To aid the analysis, we nondimensionalize (4.9). Using Carlson’s (1978) procedure, we ﬁnd that,
aside from the dimensionless wave number ω, there are six dimensionless groups. Dividing by µ2/d,
we obtain
(Π1Π2 + Π3Π6 −Π21)ω5 + 2Π3 ω4 +
(
Π4
6π
Π1 + Π5Π6
)
ω3
+ 2(Π5 + Π6)ω2 +
(
4− Π4
2π
Π6
)
ω − Π4
π
= 0, (4.11)
with dimensionlesss parameters Π1, Π2, Π3, Π4, Π5, and Π6 deﬁned by
Π1 =
γ
µd2
, Π2 =
k1
µd2
, Π3 =
k2
µd3
, Π4 =
A
µd3
, Π5 =
l1
µd
, and Π6 =
l2
µd
. (4.12)
Our goal now is to analyze (4.11), determine how the inclusion of ﬂexural stiﬀness κ and the
contactor interaction f aﬀects the wrinkled stability of the half-space, and compare the results with
those of Andreussi and Gurtin (1977). From their quadratic dispersion relation (4.10), Andreussi
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and Gurtin (1977) found that for:
l1 < 0
and
l2 < 0

 two stable wrinkled solutionsare possible,
l1 < 0 and l2 ≥ 0
or
l1 ≥ 0 and l2 < 0

 one stable wrinkled solution results,
l1 ≥ 0
and
l2 ≥ 0

 no stable wrinkled solution exists.


(4.13)
Hence, as Andreussi and Gurtin (1977) concluded, a wrinkled surface is possible when either l1 or
l2 is negative. We note that dividing l1 and l2 in (4.13) by µd yields equivalent statements in terms
of Π5 and Π6.
To compare with Andreussi and Gurtin’s (1977) stability criteria (4.13), we examine four distinct
cases, each of which involves positive and negative pairings of l1 and l2. From Table I, we see that
Table I. Table of cases investigated.
Case # l1 l2
1 – –
2 – +
3 + –
4 + +
for the quadratic dispersion relation (4.10), Case 1 corresponds to (4.13)1, Cases 2 and 3 to (4.13)2,
and Case 4 to (4.13)3.
Since we are interested in the linear stability of (4.11), we ﬁrst turn to techniques from control
and systems theory for the analysis of polynomials. The Lie´nard–Chipart stability criterion (Lie´nard
and Chipart 1914), a streamlined version of that developed independently by Routh (1877) and
Hurwitz (1895), is a means of determining the stability conditions for the roots of a polynomial of
a given order with real coeﬃcients without having to solve explicitly for those roots. In contrast
to our deﬁnition of stability (ω > 0), in the context of control theory, a stable root has a negative
real part (ω < 0). Thus, in order to use the Lie´nard–Chipart criterion (Lie´nard and Chipart 1914),
we ﬁrst modify the forms of χ in (4.5) and π˜ in (4.6) to accord with the idea that a root with a
negative real part is stable. Thus, we take
χ∗(x1, x2) = (a + bx2) sin
(ωx1
d
)
exp
(−ωx2
d
)
+ cc, (4.14)
and
π˜∗(x1, x2) = π0 cos
(ωx1
d
)
exp
(−ωx2
d
)
. (4.15)
Proceeding as in the derivation of (4.11), we ﬁnd a nondimensional dispersion relation that diﬀers
from (4.11) in that the signs of the coeﬃcients of the even powers (including 0) of ω are switched.
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Applying the Lie´nard–Chipart criterion (Lie´nard and Chipart 1914) to this new dispersion relation,
we obtain the following conditions that all need to be satisﬁed for ω to be stable:
Π4
π
> 0,
4− Π4Π6
2π
> 0,
−8(Π5 + Π6) + Π4(−Π1Π4 + 6πΠ
2
6)
6π2
> 0,
Π1Π4
6π
+ Π5Π6 > 0,
6πΠ1(Π1 −Π2)
(
− 3Π21Π24 + Π1Π24(3Π2 + Π5 + Π6)
+6π(Π5 + Π6)(8π(Π5 + Π6)−Π4Π26)
)
− 1152π3Π23
+π2Π3
(
− 36Π26(8π(Π5 + Π6)−Π4Π26) + Π21Π4
(
288 +
Π24
π2
)
−48Π1Π4
(
6Π2 −Π5 −Π6 + Π4Π
2
6
4π2
))
> 0,
Π1(Π2 −Π1) + Π3Π6 > 0.


(4.16)
Because of the diﬃculty of ﬁnding a general solution to (4.16), we instead undertake a parametric
study of (4.11).
For each case, we systematically solve (4.11) numerically by varying each dimensionless param-
eter group in (4.12) in turn while holding the others ﬁxed. Plots of the real part of ω versus Π are
then generated and regions where ω > 0 are investigated. As will be seen in the following sections,
because of the inclusion of both the contactor and curvature dependence in the surface free-energy
density, the quintic nature of (4.11) yields more regions where ω > 0 and a stable wrinkled surface
exists than the corresponding quadratic dispersion relation (4.10) of Andreussi and Gurtin (1977).
To obtain physically reasonable numerical values of the dimensionless parameters Π1, Π2, Π3,
Π4, Π5, and Π6, we consider their constituent values, viz., µ, d, A, l1, l2, k1, k2, and γ. Taking the
half-space to be an elastomer and being consistent with Shenoy and Sharma (2001), we choose
µ = 1 MPa. (4.17)
For van der Waals forces between the contactor and half-space to come into play, the gap distance
d should be well below 100 nm (Mo¨nch and Herminghaus 2001). Hence, we select
d = 20 nm (4.18)
as a reasonable value. The Hamaker constant A introduced in (3.16) is given as
A = 1× 10−19 J. (4.19)
In line with previous work (Mo¨nch and Herminghaus 2001; Owen 1996; Wang et al. 1997), we take
l1 =


−0.02 N
m
for Cases 1 and 2,
0.02
N
m
for Cases 3 and 4,
(4.20)
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for the residual stress in the undeformed conﬁguration. The residual stress l1 is compressive when
negative and tensile when positive.
Since no values of the superﬁcial elastic modulus l2 for the rubber-like materials investigated
here appear to be available in the literature, we turn instead to other polymer systems for guidance.
Thus, in line with values from Brooks et al. (2002) for a cross-linked lipolymer monolayer, Milling
et al. (2001) for a diblock copolymer at the air-water interface, and Smeulders et al. (1992) for lipid
vesicle bilayers, we take
l2 =


−0.005 N
m
for Cases 1 and 3,
0.005
N
m
for Cases 2 and 4.
(4.21)
There are no data available for k1, the residual couple in the undeformed conﬁguration; since
we also expect it to be negligible in comparison with l1, which is already small, we take
k1 = 0. (4.22)
Since data on elastomers are lacking for the superﬁcial curvature modulus k2, we again turn
to the polymer literature for representative values. Marsh (2001) reports k2 = 1 × 10−19 J for a
polymer lipid and k2 = 1 × 10−17 J for a lipid with a grafted polymer brush, while Smeulders et
al. (1992) ﬁnd that k2 = 3× 10−19 J for lipid bilayers. Since an elastomer is closer in structure to
a polymer brush, we take
k2 = 1× 10−17 J. (4.23)
We are aided in the determination of γ by Ogden and Steigmann (2002), who show that γ2 ≤ l2k2.
Since we will let both l2 and k2 range over positive and negative values in the ensuing analysis, we
alter the constraint on γ to be
γ ≤
√
|k2l2|. (4.24)
Dividing by µd2 and referring to (4.12), we ﬁnd that (4.24) is equivalent to
Π1 ≤
√
|Π3Π6|. (4.25)
Using the respective values (4.21) and (4.23) for l2 and k2, (4.24) becomes
−2.24× 10−10 N ≤ γ ≤ 2.24× 10−10 N, (4.26)
while with the addition of (4.17)–(4.18) for µ and d, (4.25) is equivalently
−0.56 ≤ Π1 ≤ 0.56. (4.27)
Finally, for the coupling modulus γ, we take
γ = 2× 10−10 N. (4.28)
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Substituting (4.17)–(4.23) and (4.28) into the expression (4.12) for the dimensionless parameters
yields
Π1 = 0.5,
Π2 = 0,
Π3 = 1.25,
Π4 = 1.25× 10−2,
Π5 =
{−1 for Cases 1 and 2,
1 for Cases 3 and 4,
Π6 =
{−0.25 for Cases 1 and 3,
0.25 for Cases 2 and 4.


(4.29)
Now that the dimensionless parameter groups have been determined, we can proceed with the
analysis of the dispersion relation (4.11) for Cases 1–4 of Table I.
4.2.1. Varying Π1
To see the eﬀect of Π1 = γ/µd2 on the real parts of the roots ω of (4.11), we let Π1 vary between the
maximal range determined by the constraint (4.25) while keeping Π2, Π3, Π4, Π5, and Π6 ﬁxed at
the values in (4.29). Changing Π1 is equivalent to modifying the extent of coupling γ between surface
stretch and curvature, changing the gap distance d, or considering a softer or harder material with
a diﬀerent shear modulus µ. Because d appears quadratically in Π1, changes in the gap distance are
magniﬁed accordingly in Π1. Because of the constraint (2.40), negative values of Π1 are caused solely
by negative γ, which occurs when the surface stretch and curvature are negatively correlated. After
substituting (4.29)3 and (4.29)6 into (4.25), we have −0.56 ≤ Π1 ≤ 0.56. The solution of (4.11) while
varying Π1 is accomplished by using Mathematica (Wolfram Research, Inc. 2004). As mentioned
in Section 4.1, for x2 < 0, positive ω is necessary in (4.5) for a linearly stable wrinkled surface to
result. If ω < 0, the surface will become linearly unstable. For each case of Table I, we ﬁnd each
root of (4.11) and plot the real part of ω versus Π1 over its range.
For the ﬁrst root ω1 of (4.11), we see from Figure 5 that since ω1 < 0 for all cases the surface
is linearly unstable for the whole range of Π1. Thus, the presence of the contactor and surface
curvature eﬀects does not lead to a stable wrinkled surface. Also, regardless of the sign of l1 or l2,
linear instability ensues.
In Figures 6 and 7, ω2 is linearly stable for the entire range of Π1 and all cases. Thus, the linearly
stable root here for Case 4 is new and one that is ruled out by Andreussi and Gurtin’s (1977)
quadratic stability criterion of (4.13)3. We therefore conclude that the addition of the contactor
and surface curvature eﬀects has a stabilizing inﬂuence here. From the ﬁgures, we see that Cases 1
and 2 coincide and Cases 3 and 4 do as well. Thus, the sign of l2 has no eﬀect on the behavior of
ω2. The only change occurs when l1 changes sign, and that change is relatively small. In comparing
Figures 6 and 7, we observe that the wavelength 2πd/ω2 at corresponding values of Π1 is on the
order of 0.01% greater for Cases 3 and 4 than for Cases 1 and 2. Although this diﬀerence is small,
this result is consistent with the intuitive expectation that, because a tensile residual surface stress
causes an increased superﬁcial ﬂattening, the corresponding wavelength should be larger than that
due to a compressive residual surface stress. Because of the constraint (2.40) on µ, a negative
value of Π1 occurs when γ is negative. Thus, a negative γ causes the linearly stable wavelength
of wrinkling to be smaller than that for the corresponding positive value of γ in Figures 6 and 7.
However, despite the above comments about the behavior of ω2, the magnitude of the root and
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Figure 5. Plot of the ﬁrst root ω1 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π1 = γ/µd
2 for Cases 1–4 of
Table I.
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Figure 6. Plot of the second root ω2 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π1 = γ/µd
2 for Cases 1 and
2 of Table I. Here, ω2 coincides for both cases.
corresponding wavelength hardly vary over the studied range of Π1 for each case. Hence, ω2 is
essentially independent of Π1 for Cases 1–4.
The real parts of the complex conjugate roots ω3 and ω4 of (4.11) are shown in Figures 8 and
9. Like ω1 above, ω3 and ω4 are symmetric about Π1 = γ = 0 and yield coincident values there
for Cases 1 and 2 as well as Cases 3 and 4. However, here the roots in all cases are linearly stable.
As for ω2 above, Case 4 yields linearly stable ω3 and ω4, a departure from (4.13)3. Thus, we again
observe a stabilizing eﬀect from the presence of the contactor and the inclusion of κ. From Figure
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Figure 7. Plot of the second root ω2 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π1 = γ/µd
2 for Cases 3 and
4 of Table I. Here, ω2 coincides for both cases. The presence of a linearly stable root for Case 4 is a change from
Andreussi and Gurtin’s (1977) quadratic stability criterion (4.13)3.
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Figure 8. Plot of the third and fourth roots ω3 and ω4 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π1 = γ/µd
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for Cases 1 and 2 of Table I.
8, the eﬀect of changing the superﬁcial elastic modulus l2 from negative to positive is marked and
causes a change in concavity between Cases 1 and 2 over the range of Π1. The eﬀect of changing
the sign of l2 is much less pronounced in Figure 9, where a slight increase in ω3 and ω4 (decrease
in wavelength) is seen in going from Case 3 to Case 4. Comparing between Figures 8 and 9, we can
see the eﬀect of changing the residual surface stress l1 from compressive to tensile. As seen for ω2,
comparing ω3 and ω4 between Cases 1 and 3 and Cases 2 and 4, we observe that positive l1 results
in a longer wavelength than for negative l1 at corresponding values of Π1. Furthermore, changing
the sign of l1 results in a change of concavity between Cases 2 and 4 similar to that of Cases 1 and
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Figure 9. Plot of the third and fourth roots ω3 and ω4 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π1 = γ/µd
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for Cases 3 and 4 of Table I.
2 when l2 changes sign. With (2.40) in force, the symmetry of ω3 and ω4 for all cases means that
the sign of γ has no eﬀect for corresponding negative and positive values of Π1.
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Figure 10. Plot of the ﬁfth root ω5 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π1 = γ/µd
2 for Cases 1 and
3 of Table I.
The ﬁfth root ω5 of (4.11) is shown in Figure 10 for Cases 1 and 3 and Figure 11 for Cases
2 and 4. From Figure 10, we see that ω5 is symmetric about Π1 = 0 and linearly stable over the
whole range of Π1. Although ω5 is virtually unaﬀected when the residual surface stress l1 goes from
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Figure 11. Plot of the ﬁfth root ω5 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π1 = γ/µd
2 for Cases 2 and
4 of Table I. Here, ω5 coincides for both cases.
compressive (Case 1) to tensile (Case 3), there is still an expected reduction in the wavelength for
this change. This reduction becomes less pronounced as |Π1| → 0.
In Figure 11, ω5 coincides for Cases 2 and 4 and is linearly unstable. Thus, we observe that
regardless of the residual surface stress, the shift of l2 from negative to positive between Figures 10
and 11 causes a change in stability. In Figure 11, there is an asymptote at Π1 = ±0.56, corresponding
to the limits of (4.27). From (4.25), this occurs when Π21 = Π3Π6. Because Π2 = 0 in (4.29)2 and
Π3 and Π6 in (4.29)3,6 are both positive here, the leading term of (4.11) vanishes for Cases 2 and
4. This coincidence results in (4.11) becoming a quartic rather than a quintic in ω; so, for just
Π1 = ±0.56, there are four roots instead of ﬁve. Therefore, the apparent discontinuities seen at the
extremes of Π1 in Figure 11 are not discontinuities at all but merely the two locations at which the
ﬁfth root does not exist. Here again, the symmetry of ω5 for all cases shows that the sign of γ does
not aﬀect the value of ω5.
When compared to the stability criteria (4.13) for the quadratic dispersion relation (4.10) of
Andreussi and Gurtin (1977), we see that in varying Π1 here, more linearly stable regimes are
obtained. Rather than the two linearly stable roots of (4.13)1 for Case 1, here, Case 1 yields
four (ω2, ω3, ω4, and ω5). Case 2 gives three linearly stable roots (ω2, ω3, and ω4) as opposed
to the one of (4.13)2. For Case 3, we have four linearly stable roots (ω2, ω3, ω4, and ω5) versus
only one from (4.13)2. Finally, we obtain three linearly stable roots (ω2, ω3, and ω4) for Case 4,
whereas none is allowed in (4.13)3. Since each case here yields more linearly stable roots than the
quadratic dispersion (4.10) of Andreussi and Gurtin (1977), the addition of surface curvature and
the contactor in our formulation enriches the landscape of linearly stable roots.
4.2.2. Varying Π2
Although we take the superﬁcial residual couple k1 = 0 in (4.23), leading to Π2 = 0 in (4.29)2, it
is still of interest to see the eﬀect of varying Π2 = k1/µd2 on the roots of (4.11), especially since
k1 is not included in the quadratic dispersion (4.10) of Andreussi and Gurtin (1977). For each case
of Table I, we proceed as in Section 4.2.1 and vary Π2 while keeping Π1, Π3, Π4, Π5, and Π6 ﬁxed
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Figure 12. Plot of the ﬁrst root ω1 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π2 = k1/µd
2 for Cases 1–4 of
Table I.
at the values in (4.29). A change in Π2 is eﬀected by modiﬁying the superﬁcial residual couple k1,
altering the gap distance d, or considering a diﬀerent material with another bulk shear modulus µ.
Since both µ and d appear in the denominator of Π2, an increase in either one results in a decrease
of Π2 and vice versa. Also, the quadratic nature of d shows that changes in the gap distance are
correspondingly magniﬁed in Π2. Because of the constraint (2.40), a negative Π2 corresponds to a
negative superﬁcial residual couple k1.
The ﬁrst root ω1 of (4.11) for all cases is plotted in Figure 12. All cases are linearly unstable for
the entire range of Π2. Qualitatively, the shape of each curve is the same for each case.
The behavior of ω2 shown in Figures 13 and 14 is similar to that of ω2 versus Π1 in Figures
6 and 7. Here again, ω2 is linearly stable for Cases 1–4. The linear stability of Case 4 is of note
because it is prohibited by the quadratic criterion (4.13)3 of Andreussi and Gurtin (1977). Thus,
the addition of the contactor and κ yields a stabilizing eﬀect. Since ω2 coincides for Cases 1 and
2 as well as for Cases 3 and 4, there is no eﬀect of changing the superﬁcial elastic modulus l2. As
in Figures 6 and 7, Cases 3 and 4 in Figure 14 have a slightly greater wavelength than Cases 1
and 2 in Figure 13. This diﬀerence can again be ascribed to the tendency of the tensile residual
surface stress to ﬂatten the surface. The wavelengths for all cases increase linearly for increasing
Π2. When Π2 is negative, the wavelength is smaller than that for the corresponding positive value
of Π2. However, since the root and its correpsonding wavelength vary so slightly over the range
of Π2, ω2 is essentially independent of Π2 for each case here. Because of the constraint (2.40) on
µ, the only way to aﬀect the sign of Π2 is by changing the direction (sign) of the residual surface
couple k1. Thus, negative k1 leads to smaller wavelengths than those obtained with positive k1.
The real parts of the complex conjugate roots ω3 and ω4 are plotted in Figure 15. Except for
Case 4, the other three cases are linearly stable over the whole range of Π2. In contrast to Andreussi
and Gurtin’s (1977) stability criterion (4.13)3, Case 4 is linearly stable over most of its range and
linearly unstable for −10 ≤ Π2 ≤ −7. The region of linear stability for Case 4 shows the stabilizing
inﬂuence of the contactor and surface curvature eﬀects. The eﬀect of changing the residual surface
stress l1 can be seen in Figure 15 by comparing Cases 1 and 3 and Cases 2 and 4. In going from
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Figure 13. Plot of the second root ω2 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π2 = k1/µd
2 for Cases 1–2
of Table I. Here, ω2 coincides for both cases.
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Figure 14. Plot of the second root ω2 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π2 = k1/µd
2 for Cases 3–4
of Table I. Here, ω2 coincides for both cases.
Case 1 to 3 and Case 2 to 4, there is an increase in the wavelength at corresponding values of Π2.
This gap narrows as Π2 increases. Yet again, a tensile residual surface stress l1 leads to a lesser
wavelength than that when l1 is compressive. Changing the sign of l2 between Cases 1 and 2 and
Cases 3 and 4 leads to a slight increase or reduction of the wavelength depending on the location
of Π2 in the studied range. At Π2 ≈ 0.5, Cases 1 and 2 coincide as do Cases 3 and 4. Therefore, at
Π2 ≈ 0.5, the diﬀerence between the wavelengths of the two pairs of cases is caused solely by the
change in sign of the residual surface stress l1. Cases 1 and 2 also cross at Π2 ≈ −5, while Cases 3
and 4 do so at Π2 ≈ −1. These crossing points determine the limits at which a change in sign of l2
will lead to a greater or smaller wavelength while keeping l1 ﬁxed.
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Figure 15. Plot of the third and fourth roots ω3 and ω4 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group
Π2 = k1/µd
2 for Cases 1–4 of Table I.
As Π2 → 10, Cases 1–3 converge and may in fact tend towards Case 4. Thus for increasing Π2,
any diﬀerences between the cases become less important. Thus, as Π2 becomes larger, it dominates
the behavior of ω3 and ω4 more and more so that any changes in l1 or l2 have essentially no
discernible eﬀect. Recalling the constraint (2.40), we see that negative Π2 corresponds to negative
k1. In the negative Π2 regime and for all cases, the wavelength decreases as Π2 → 0.
Figure 16 shows ω5 of (4.11) versus Π2 for all cases. The apparent discontinuities at Π2 ≈ 0 for
Cases 2 and 4 and Π2 ≈ 1 for Cases 1 and 3 correspond to the points at which the ﬁrst term of
(4.11) vanishes. Hence, (4.11) becomes a quartic rather than a quintic, and so ω5 ceases to exist at
those points. What is most interesting though about the behavior of ω5 is the change in stability
exhibited across the discontinuity for each case. Cases 1 and 3 are linearly stable for Π2 < 1 and
linearly unstable for Π2 ≥ 1. Cases 2 and 4 meanwhile are linearly stable for Π2 < 0 and linearly
unstable for Π2 ≥ 0. Here again, the linear stability exhibited for Case 4 for Π2 < 0 is ruled out by
the quadratic stability criterion (4.13)3 of Andreussi and Gurtin (1977). Thus, for Π2 < 0, we see
the stabilizing eﬀect of adding the contactor and κ. Since Cases 1 and 3 coincide as well as Cases
2 and 4, we see that a change of the residual surface stress l1 does not aﬀect ω5. Comparing Cases
1 and 2 (or, equivalently, Cases 3 and 4), we observe that a change of l2 from negative to positive
results in a sideways shift to the left of the point at which (4.11) becomes a quartic. Away from
this point, Cases 1–4 are indistinguishable.
Relative to the stability criteria (4.13), there are more linearly stable roots when Π2 is varied as
described above. Instead of the two linearly stable roots determined by (4.13)1 for Case 1, in the
present context, Case 1 has three linearly stable roots (ω2, ω3, and ω4) for Π2 > 1 and four linearly
stable roots (ω2, ω3, ω4, and ω5) for Π2 < 1. For Case 2, rather than the one linearly stable root of
(4.13)2, we ﬁnd three linearly stable roots (ω2, ω3, and ω4) for Π2 > 0 and four (ω2, ω3, ω4, and ω5)
for Π2 < 0. While (4.13)2 permits only one linearly stable root for Case 3, for the quintic dispersion
(4.9), Case 3 possesses the same stability landscape as Case 1. In contrast to (4.13)3, which rules
out any linearly stable roots for Case 4, here we have two (ω2 and ω5) for Π2 < −7, four (ω2, ω3,
ω4, and ω5) for −7 < Π2 < 0 and three (ω2, ω3, and ω4) for Π2 > 0. Hence, in all cases, more
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Figure 16. Plot of the ﬁfth root ω5 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π2 = k1/µd
2 for Cases 1–4 of
Table I.
linearly stable roots manifest themselves than are allowed by the quadratic stability criteria (4.13)
of Andreussi and Gurtin (1977). Thus, the addition of the contactor and surface curvature eﬀects
serves to increase the linearly stable wavelengths that the half-space can assume.
4.2.3. Varying Π3
Proceeding as before, we now investigate the eﬀect of varying Π3 = k2/µd3 on the roots of (4.11).
Thus Π3 accounts for changes in the superﬁcial curvature k2. Changes in Π3 can also result from
varying the gap distance d or considering a material with a diﬀerent bulk shear modulus µ. As
opposed to k1 and d, both of which appear linearly in Π3, the cubic nature of d in Π3 means that
only small alterations in the gap distance lead to large variations in Π3. We let Π3 range by an
order of magnitude both above and below its value from (4.29)3 while holding Π1, Π2, Π4, Π5, and
Π6 ﬁxed at the values in (4.29). For each root of ω and each case, we plot the real part of ω versus
Π3 for −15 ≤ Π3 ≤ 15. Accounting for both the constraint (4.25) on Π1 and the values (4.29)1,6 for
Π1 and Π6, we have here that |Π3| ≥ 1. However, in the plots that follow, the region where |Π3| < 1
is included for illustration.
For Cases 1 and 3 in Figure 17, ω1 is linearly stable, while it is linearly unstable for Cases 2
and 4. Thus, the change of the superﬁcial elastic modulus l2 from negative to positive causes a
corresponding change from linearly stable to linearly unstable behavior. The linearly stable Cases
1 and 3 coincide for Π3 > 0, so the sign of the residual surface stress does not have an appreciable
eﬀect. Although Π3 = 0 is unattainable due to the constraint |Π3 ≥ 1|, there is, however, a marked
shift there in the wavelength for Cases 1 and 3 from its approximately constant value for Π3 < 0
to a relatively lower and constant one for Π3 > 0. Since (2.40) constrains µ > 0, this alteration
of the wavelength at Π3 = 0 is due solely to a change of sign of the superﬁcial curvature modulus
k2. Consistent with the expectation that a tensile residual surface stress will yield a ﬂatter surface
than a compressive one, for Π3 < 0, the wavelength for Case 3 is slightly less than that for Case 1.
The second root ω2 of (4.11) in Figures 18 and 19 is linearly stable for all cases and the entire
range of Π3 and behaves similarly to ω2 in Figures 6 and 7 as well as Figures 13 and 14. The linear
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Figure 17. Plot of the ﬁrst root ω1 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π3 = k2/µd
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Figure 18. Plot of the second root ω2 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π3 = k2/µd
3 for Cases 1
and 2 of Table I. Here, ω2 coincides for both cases.
stability of Case 4 is unattainable by Andreussi and Gurtin’s (1977) criterion (4.13)3 and therefore
shows the stabilizing inﬂuence of the contactor and κ. Since ω2 coincides for Cases 1 and 2 as well
Cases 3 and 4, the sign of l2 has no eﬀect on the behavior of ω2. Comparing Figures 18 and 19 at
corresponding values of Π3, we again see that a tensile residual surface stress (positive l1) gives rise
to a greater wavelength than for a compressive l1. Negative Π3 is caused by a negative superﬁcial
curvature modulus k2 and yields a smaller wavelength than the corresponding positive value of Π3.
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Figure 19. Plot of the second root ω2 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π3 = k2/µd
3 for Cases 3
and 4 of Table I. Here, ω2 coincides for both cases.
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Figure 20. Plot of the third and fourth roots ω3 and ω4 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group
Π3 = k2/µd
3 for Cases 1–4 of Table I.
As Π3 increases, so too does the wavelength. This increase is consistent with the idea that as the
surface becomes more resistant to changes in curvature, a longer wavelength becomes preferred over
a shorter one. However, because the variation of ω2 and its corresponding wavelength over Π2 is so
slight, we can conclude that the root ω2 is essentially independent of Π2.
The real parts of the complex conjugate roots ω3 and ω4 of (4.11) versus Π3 are shown in Figure
20. Except for Π3 = 0, which violates the constraint |Π3 ≥ 1|, Cases 1 and 2 coincide as do Cases 3
and 4. Thus, there is essentially no eﬀect of changing the sign of the superﬁcial elastic modulus l2.
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Figure 21. Plot of the ﬁfth root ω5 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π3 = k2/µd
3 for Cases 1–4 of
Table I.
All cases are linearly unstable for Π3 < 0 and linearly stable for Π3 > 0. Thus, the sign of Π3 has
a profound eﬀect on the stability of the system for ω3 and ω4. The linearly stable region for Case 4
for the quintic dispersion relation (4.11) is ruled out by the quadratic criterion (4.13)3 of Andreussi
and Gurtin (1977). Thus, the addition of the contactor and the inclusion of κ have a stabilizing
eﬀect. As seen in the behavior of all other roots heretofore, in the linearly stable regime here, the
wavelength for positive l1 is larger than that for negative l1. This trend is consistent with the idea
that a tensile residual surface stress leads to a ﬂatter surface. Interestingly, away from the region of
Π3 = 0, the wavelength in the linearly stable region remains relatively constant as Π3 varies over
an order of magnitude. Hence, changes in the stiﬀness of the surface with respect to curvature do
not appreciably aﬀect the behavior of ω3 and ω4.
The ﬁfth root ω5 of (4.11) versus Π3 is shown in Figure 21 for all cases. The disconitinuities
occurring at Π3 ≈ −1 for Cases 1 and 3 and Π3 ≈ 1 correspond to those points at which (4.11)
becomes a quartic rather than a quintic due to the vanishing of its ﬁrst term. In all cases, the
discontinuity marks the boundary between linearly stable and unstable behavior. Linear stability is
possible only for Π3 < −1 for Cases 1 and 3 and for Π3 < 1 for Cases 2 and 4. The linear stability
exhibited by Case 4 for the quintic dispersion (4.11) investigated here constrasts with Andreussi and
Gurtin’s (1977) quadratic crtierion (4.13)3 for which Case 4 is always linearly unstable. Thus, the
presence of the contactor and inclusion of surface curvature eﬀects serve as a stabilizing inﬂuence.
Here, because of the coincidence of Cases 1 and 3 as well as Cases 2 and 4, we see that changing the
residual surface stress from tensile to compresssive has no impact on the behavior of ω5. However,
comparing Cases 1 and 2 in addition to Cases 3 and 4, we see that the wavelength increases when
l2 changes from negative to positive. Furthermore, the location of the discontinuity shifts to the
right. Thus, the positive l2 in Cases 2 and 4 yields an increased region of stability, even extending
to positive Π3.
Compared to the quadratic stability criteria (4.13) determined by Andreussi and Gurtin (1977),
we ﬁnd that there are more linearly stable possibilities for ω when Π3 is varied here. From (4.13)1,
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Figure 22. Plot of the ﬁrst root ω1 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π4 = A/µd
3 for Cases 1 and
2 of Table I. Both cases are linearly unstable over the range of Π4.
there are two linearly stable roots for Case 1. Here, instead, there are three linearly stable roots
(ω1, ω2, and ω5) for Π3 < −1, two (ω1 and ω2) for −1 < Π3 < 0, and three ( ω1, ω2, and ω4)
for Π3 > 0. Therefore, for the small region of −1 < Π3 < 0, the quintic dispersion relation (4.11)
matches (4.13)1. However, as we found at the beginning of this section, the constraint (4.25) rules
out |Π3| < 1. Thus, this region is actually oﬀ limits and its stability not germane. According to
(4.13)2, only one linearly stable root is possible for Case 2. In the present context and ignoring the
forbidden regime of |Π3| < 1, for Case 2, we have two linearly stable roots (ω2 and ω5) for Π3 < −1
and three (ω2, ω3, and ω4) for Π3 > 1. Rather than the one linearly stable root allowed by (4.13)2
for Case 3, here Case 3 has the same stability picture as that of Case 1. Hence, with the constraint
|Π3| ≥ 1, three linearly stable manifest themselves for Case 3 over the range of Π3 investigated.
Finally, although linearly stable roots are ruled out for Case 4 by (4.13)3, for the quintic dispersion,
Case 4 is identical to Case 2 in its stability landscape. Thus, there are always at least two linearly
stable roots for Case 4 over the studied range of Π3. For all cases here, there are more linearly
stable roots than those allowed by the quadratic stability criteria (4.13). We therefore observe that
the inclusion of the contactor and surface curvature eﬀects leads to an increase in the number of
linearly stable wrinkled conﬁgurations that the half-space can assume.
4.2.4. Varying Π4
We now turn to the eﬀect of Π4 = A/µd3 on the roots of (4.11) while keeping Π1, Π2, Π3, Π5, and Π6
ﬁxed at the values in (4.29). Thus, Π4 explicitly accounts for the inclusion of the contactor through
A. Though called a “constant”, the Hamaker constant A between the half-space and contactor
can vary for interactions between diﬀerent materials (Coakley and Tabor 1978, Israelachvili and
Tabor 1972). Therefore, A, and hence Π4, can be altered by considering other types of potentials
f . Additionally, Π4 can change by altering the gap distance d or the bulk shear modulus µ. Since
d appears cubically in Π4, a small change in d leads to a much larger shift in Π4. We let Π4 vary
by one order of magnitude above and below its value of 1.25× 10−2 from (4.29)4.
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Figure 23. Plot of the ﬁrst root ω1 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π4 = A/µd
3 for Cases 3 and
4 of Table I. Both cases are linearly unstable over the range of Π4.
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Figure 24. Plot of the second root ω2 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π4 = A/µd
3 for Cases 1–4
of Table I. All cases coincide.
For the ﬁrst root ω1 of (4.11), we see from Figures 22 and 23 that the surface is linearly unstable
for the whole range of Π4 for all cases.
The second root ω2 of (4.11) as a function of Π4 is shown in Figure 24. All cases are linearly
stable and coincide for the whole range of Π4. The linear stabiity of Case 4 here is ruled out by
(4.13)3 for the quadratic dispersion (4.10) of Andreussi and Gurtin (1977). Thus, the presence of
the contactor and inclusion of surface curvature eﬀects have a direct impact on the stability of
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Figure 25. Plot of the third root ω3 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π4 = A/µd
3 for Cases 1 and
3 of Table I. The y-axis values for Case 1 are on the left, while those for Case 3 are on the right. Linearly stable
behavior occurs for both cases over the studied range of Π4.
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Figure 26. Plot of the third root ω3 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π4 = A/µd
3 for Cases 2 and
4 of Table I. The y-axis values for Case 2 are on the left, while those for Case 4 are on the right. Linearly unstable
behavior for both cases is observed for the entire range of Π4.
Case 4. Because of the coincidence of all cases, neither a change of sign of the residual surface
stress l1 nor the superﬁcial elastic modulus l2 aﬀects the behavior of ω2. In contrast to the behavior
of ω2 seen in Figures 6–7, 13–14, and 18–19, the wavelength linearly decreases for increasing Π4.
Furthermore, whereas ω2 is essentially independent of Pi1, Π2, and Π3 in those ﬁgures, here that
is not the case. At Π4 = 0, the wavelength is inﬁnite, i.e., the surface is ﬂat. This makes sense since
Π4 = 0 corresponds to the removal of the contactor.
The third root ω3 for Cases 1 and 3 is plotted in Figure 25 and in Figure 26 for Cases 2 and
4. Cases 1 and 3 are linearly stable over the entire range of Π4, and the wavelength decreases
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Figure 27. Plot of the fourth and ﬁfth roots ω4 and ω5 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π4 = A/µd
3
for Cases 1 and 2 of Table I. Both cases are linearly stable over the range of Π4.
linearly for increasing Π4. On the other hand, Cases 2 and 4 are linearly unstable. Thus, when the
superﬁcial elastic modulus l2 changes from negative to positive, ω3 goes from from being linearly
stable to linearly unstable. For Cases 1 and 3 in Figure 25, a shift in the residual surface stress l1
from compressive (negative) to tensile (positive) causes a decrease in the wavelength. This decrease
is surprising because a tensile residual surface stress is expected to lead to greater surface stretching
and thus a longer wavelength than a compressive residual surface stress. The previous comments
notwithstanding and although the linearly stable ω3 and its corresponding wavelength do indeed
vary over the range of Π4 for Cases 1 and 3, the variation is slight enough to lead us to conclude
that ω3 is essentially independent of Π4 for both cases.
The real parts of the complex conjugate roots ω4 and ω5 as a function of Π4 are shown in
Figures 27 and 28 and are linearly stable for all cases over the range of Π4 considered. The linear
stability that Case 4 possesses for the quintic dispersion (4.11) is prohibited by the criterion (4.13)3
derived by Andreussi and Gurtin (1977) for the quadratic dispersion relation (4.10). This change in
stability shows the eﬀect of adding the contactor and including κ. From both Figures 27 and 28, a
change in the superﬁcial elastic modulus l2 from negative to positive results in a uniform decrease
of the linearly stable wavelength across the whole range of Π4. Also, comparing Case 1 to Case 3
as well as Case 2 to Case 4, we again observe that a tensile residual surface stress l1 yields a larger
wavelength than a compressive l1.
As accounted for in Π4, the inclusion of contactor eﬀects in the quintic dispersion relation (4.11)
yields more linearly stable roots than those predicted by Andreussi and Gurtin (1977) in (4.13) for
their quadratic dispersion relation (4.10). Here, we have four linearly stable roots (ω2, ω3, ω4, and
ω5) for Case 1 as opposed to two from (4.13)1. Case 2 has three linearly stable roots (ω2, ω4, and
ω5), while only one is allowed by (4.13)2. Like Case 1, Case 3 possesses four linearly stable roots
(ω2, ω3, ω4, and ω5) as opposed to one from (4.13)2. Finally, in contrast to (4.13)3 which rules
out any linearly stable root for Case 4, here, as for Case 2, we obtain three linearly stable roots
(ω2, ω4, and ω5) for Case 4. Here again, we see an increase in the number of admissible linearly
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Figure 28. Plot of the fourth and ﬁfth roots ω4 and ω5 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π4 = A/µd
3
for Cases 3 and 4 of Table I. Both cases are linearly stable over the range of Π4.
stable wrinkled conﬁgurations for the half-space when compared with those (4.13) of Andreussi and
Gurtin (1977).
4.2.5. Varying Π5
To see the eﬀect of Π5 = l1/µd on the roots of the quintic dispersion relation (4.11), we let Π5
range by one order of magnitude above and below its value of ±1 from (4.29)5 while keeping the
values of Π1, Π2, Π3, Π4, and Π6 ﬁxed at their respective values in (4.29). The inclusion of Π5 in
(4.11) accounts for the presence of the residual surface stress l1. Because Π5 is being varied, Cases
1 and 2 are valid only for Π5 < 0, while Cases 3 and 4 hold for Π5 > 0. In addition to altering
the residual surface stress, a change in Π5 can occur by changing the gap distance or considering a
material with a diﬀerent bulk shear modulus µ. In contrast to Π1, Π2, Π3, and Π4, here d appears
linearly in Π5. Thus, the eﬀect of changing the gap distance is not magniﬁed as before.
For ω1 in Figure 29, we see that for all cases, the surface is linearly unstable for the entire range
of Π5.
In Figure 30, we see that the second root ω2 gives rise to a linearly stable wrinkled surface
over the range of Π5 for Cases 1–4. In contrast to the linear instability stipulated for Case 4 in
Andreussi and Gurtin’s (1977) quadratic stability criterion (4.13)3, the linear stability exhibited by
Case 4 here indicates that the inclusion of the contactor and surface curvature eﬀects is signiﬁcant.
Since Cases 1 and 2 coincide, as do Cases 3 and 4, we conclude that the sign of the superﬁcial
elastic modulus does not aﬀect the wavelength of the wrinkled surface. In comparing Cases 1 and
3 (or, equivalently, Cases 2 and 4), we see that, as expected, a tensile residual surface stress l1
yields a larger wrinkled wavelength than a negative l1. However, since the variation of ω2 and its
corresponding wavelength over the range of Π5 in Figure 30 is so small for each case, we see that,
for all practical purposes, ω2 is essentially independent of Π5.
The behavior of ω3 in Figure 31 reveals diﬀerent regions of linear stability and instability over
the range of Π5. Cases 1 and 2 are linearly stable; furthermore, their coincidence shows that the
sign of l2 does not aﬀect their behavior. For Cases 1 and 2, the linearly stable wavelength of the
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Figure 29. Plot of the ﬁrst root ω1 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π5 = l1/µd for Cases 1–4 of
Table I. All cases are linearly unstable for the entire range of Π5.
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Figure 30. Plot of the second root ω2 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π5 = l1/µd for Cases 1–4 of
Table I. Cases 1 and 2 coincide as well as Cases 3 and 4 which shows that the sign of the superﬁcial elastic modulus
l2 has no eﬀect. All cases are linearly stable.
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Figure 31. Plot of the third root ω3 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π5 = l1/µd for Cases 1–4 of
Table I.
wrinkled surface decreases monotonically from a maximum at Π5 = −10 to a minimum at Π5 ≈ −3,
from whence it montonically increases to Π5 = 0. It is not surprising that the minimum wavelength
over the whole range of Π5 occurs when the residual surface stress l1 is negative. Cases 3 and 4
are essentially coincident and linearly stable for 0 < Π5 < 5. The wavelength of the linearly stable
wrinkled surface montonically increases over that range of Π5. For Π5 > 5, Cases 3 and 4 then
diverge and become linearly unstable. The linearly stable regime for Case 4 is not allowed by the
quadratic criterion (4.13) of Andreussi and Gurtin (1977) and thus shows the eﬀect of adding the
contactor and including κ.
The fourth root ω4 of (4.11) shown in Figure 32 has similar stability behavior as ω3 above. This
is not too surprising since for Π5 > 0, ω3 and ω4 are complex conjugates. Both Cases 1 and 2 are
linearly stable over their entire range of applicability, i.e., Π5 < 0. Cases 3 and 4 are linearly stable
for 0 < Π5 < 5 and then are linearly unstable for Π5 > 5. As for ω3 above, the linear stability of
Case 4 is ruled out by Andreussi and Gurtin’s (1977) quadratic stability criterion (4.13)3. Therefore,
the addition of the contactor and the inclusion of surface curvature eﬀects has a direct impact on
the stability. Because of the coincidence of Cases 1 and 2 for −3 < Π5 < 0 as well as Cases 3 and
4 for their linearly stable range, we note that the sign of the superﬁcial elastic modulus l2 has no
eﬀect in these regions. However, for Π5 < −3, negative l2 gives rise to a lower wavelength than
positive l2. Also, comparing the linearly stable regions of Cases 1 and 3 as well as Cases 2 and 4 at
corresponding absolute values of Π5, we observe the expected longer wavelength that results when
the residual surface stress l1 is tensile (+) as opposed to compressive (–).
In Figure 33, ω5 is linearly stable for Cases 1 and 3, while it is linearly unstable for Cases 2
and 4 in Figure 34. Thus, comparing between Cases 1 and 2 as well as Cases 3 and 4, we see that
ω5 changes from linear stability to linear instability as the superﬁcial elastic modulus l2 goes from
negative to positive. Comparing Cases 1 and 3, the wavelength is smaller for positive residual surface
stress l1 than it is for negative l1. In fact, the wavelength linearly increases for −10 < Π5 < −6.5
and then monotonically decreases for Π5 > −6.5.
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Figure 32. Plot of the fourth root ω4 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π5 = l1/µd for Cases 1–4
of Table I.
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Figure 33. Plot of the ﬁfth root ω5 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π5 = l1/µd for Cases 1 and
3 of Table I.
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Figure 34. Plot of the ﬁfth root ω5 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π5 = l1/µd for Cases 2 and
4 of Table I.
By varying Π5 in the quintic dispersion relation (4.11), we ﬁnd that there are more linearly
stable roots than allowed by the quadratic stability criteria (4.13) of Andreussi and Gurtin (1977).
Instead of two linearly stable roots from (4.13)1 Case 1, here there are four (ω2, ω3, ω4, and ω5).
Case 2 yields three linearly stable roots (ω2, ω3, and ω4) rather than the one of (4.13)2. From
(4.13)2, one linearly stable root is possible for Case 3. In contrast, for Case 3 here, we have four
linearly stable roots (ω2, ω3, ω4, and ω5) for 0 < Π5 < 5 and two (ω2 and ω5) for Π5 > 0. No
linearly stable root is permitted by (4.13)3 for Case 4. However, for the quintic dispersion (4.11),
Case 4 yields three linearly stable roots (ω2, ω3, and ω4) for 0 < Π5 < 5 and one (ω2) for Π5 > 0.
Hence, no matter what value of Π5 is selected in the given range, each case of the quintic dispersion
(4.11) possesses more linearly stable roots than the corresponding case of the quadratic dispersion
(4.10). Therefore, we see that the addition of contactor and surface curvature eﬀects increases the
regions of linear stability.
4.2.6. Varying Π6
Finally, we investigate the eﬀect of Π6 = l2/µd on the roots of (4.11). Hence Π6 speciﬁcally accounts
for the eﬀect of the superﬁcial elastic modulus l2. In addition to a change in l2, Π6 can vary by
altering the gap distance d or considering a softer or harder material with a diﬀerent bulk shear
modulus µ. We let Π6 range over an order of magnitude about its value of ±0.25 in (4.29)6. Taking
account of the constraint (4.25) on Π1 and the values (4.29)1,3 for Π1 and Π3, we have that |Π6| ≥ 0.2
here. However, in the plots which follow, the region where |Π6| < 0.2 is included for illustration.
From Figure 35, we see that for all cases, ω1 is linearly unstable over the range of Π6.
The second root ω2 of (4.11) for Cases 1 and 2 is shown in Figure 36 and in Figure 37 for Cases
3 and 4. All cases exhibit linearly stable behavior across the whole range of Π6. The linear stability
observed for Case 4 contrasts with that predicted by the quadratic criterion (4.13)3 of Andreussi
and Gurtin (1977). Hence, including the contactor and surface curvature eﬀects directly inﬂuences
the stability. Comparing both Case 1 with Case 2 and Case 3 with Case 4, we ﬁnd that a negative
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Figure 35. Plot of the ﬁrst root ω1 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π6 = l2/µd for Cases 1–4 of
Table I. All cases are linearly unstable over the studied range of Π6.
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Figure 36. Plot of the second root ω2 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π6 = l2/µd for Cases 1 and
2 of Table I.
superﬁcial elastic modulus l2 yields a longer wavelength than a postitive l2. As we observed for ω2
when Π1, Π2, or Π3 was varied, here we also ﬁnd that a tensile residual surface stress l1 results
in an expected increased wavelength when we compare Cases 1 and 3 as well as Cases 2 and 4 at
corresponding values of Π6. As in those instances, here we ﬁnd too that ω2 and its corresponding
wavelength are essentially independent of Π6.
The real parts of the complex conjugate roots ω3 and ω4 of (4.11) are shown in Figures 38 and
39. For all cases, ω3 and ω4 are linearly stable over the range of Π6 and are qualitatively the same
between the ﬁgures. When compared with the quadratic stability criterion (4.13)3 of Andreussi and
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Figure 37. Plot of the second root ω2 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π6 = l2/µd for Cases 3 and
4 of Table I.
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Figure 38. Plot of the third and fourth roots ω3 and ω4 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π6 = l2/µd
for Cases 1 and 2 of Table I.
Gurtin (1977), the linear stability encountered for Case 4 here reveals the inﬂuence of including the
contactor and surface curvature eﬀects. From Figure 38, we see that when the surface stress l1 is
negative, a positive superﬁcial elastic modulus l2 gives rise to a shorter wavlength than a negative
l2. This is not the case when l1 is positive in Figure 39. However, comparing Cases 1 and 3 as well
as Cases 2 and 4 at corresponding values of Π6, we observe that a tensile l1 yields an expected
longer wavelength than a negative l1. As before, we surmise that this lengthening is due to the
increased stretching of the surface caused by a tensile surface stress.
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Figure 39. Plot of the third and fourth roots ω3 and ω4 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π6 = l2/µd
for Cases 3 and 4 of Table I.
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Figure 40. Plot of the ﬁfth root ω5 of (4.11) versus the dimensionless parameter group Π6 = l2/µd for Cases 1–4 of
Table I. Linear stability is observed for Π6 < 0.2 and linear instability for Π6 > 0.2.
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Analogous to what is observed in Figures 16 and 21, the apparent discontinuity in ω5 in Figure
40 occurs at Π6 = 0.2, when the leading term of (4.11) vanishes and causes that equation to become
a quartic instead of a quintic. Thus, ω5 does not exist at Π6 = 0.2. As before, the discontinuity
marks the boundary between linearly stable and unstable regions. Cases 1 and 3 coincide and are
linearly stable over the whole range of Π6 < 0 which applies. For the small range of 0 < Π6 < 0.2,
a linearly stable root is possible for Cases 2 and 4, which are also coincident there. Note, though,
that because of the constraint (4.25) for which we found above that |Π6| ≥ 0.2, the linearly stable
region for Cases 2 and 4 is unattainable. Thus, in the allowed linearly stable region, the sign of
the surface stress l1 has no eﬀect on the behavior of ω5. For Π6 > 0.2, Cases 2 and 4 are linearly
unstable.
In contrast to Andreussi and Gurtin’s (1977) quadratic stability criteria (4.13), we ﬁnd that
there are more linearly stable roots for the quintic dispersion relation (4.11) studied here. For Case
1, two linearly stable roots are possible from (4.13)1. Here, we have four linearly stable roots (ω2,
ω3, ω4, and ω5) instead. Ignoring the unattainable linearly stable region for ω5, we ﬁnd that Case
2 yields three linearly stable roots (ω2, ω3, and ω4) as opposed to the one of (4.13)2. As opposed to
the one linearly stable root for Case 3 in (4.13)2, here Case 3 possesses the same stability picture
as Case 1 i.e., four linearly stable roots. The criterion (4.13)3 prohibits any linearly stable root for
Case 4. Disregarding the forbidden region |Π6| < 0.2 in Figure 40, here we ﬁnd that Case 4 has
three linearly stable roots (ω2, ω3, and ω4), which is the same as for Case 2. The fact that more
linearly stable wrinkled conﬁgurations for the half-space are obtained for the quintic dispersion
relation (4.11) than for the quadratic dispersion (4.13) in each of the four cases is a direct result of
the inclusion in the formulation of the contactor and surface curvature eﬀects.
4.2.7. Discussion
In the previous six subsections, we have solved for the roots of (4.11) and shown how they change in
Cases 1–4 for the successsive variation of each of the nondimensional parameter groups Π1, Π2, Π3,
Π4, Π5, and Π6. The regions of linear stability have been exhibited and compared with the quadratic
stability criteria (4.13) of Andreussi and Gurtin. For each nondimensional parameter varied, each
case yields more linearly stable regions than is possible from (4.13) for Andreussi and Gurtin’s
(1977) quadratic dispersion relation (4.10). Thus, with the inclusion of the contactor and surface
curvature eﬀects, the half-space is able to sustain more linearly stable wrinkled conﬁgurations than
if these eﬀects were absent. Also, the introduction of the gap distance d by the inclusion of the
contactor provides a length scale lacking in Andreussi and Gurtin’s (1977) formulation.
5. Conclusions
We have extended Andreussi and Gurtin’s (1977) work on the wrinkling of a free surface under
the inﬂuence of residual stress by including the presence of a proximate contactor and surface
curvature eﬀects. After performing a parametric study on the resulting quintic dispersion relation,
we found many more linearly stable wrinkled conﬁgurations for the half-space than for the quadratic
dispersion relation derived by Andreussi and Gurtin (1977). The ability to attain linearly stable
regions in thin ﬁlms is desirable from an experimental or design standpoint. Thus, we hope that
this work aids and provides new insight in the identiﬁcation of these regimes.
The inclusion of the contactor provides a natural length scale, i.e., the gap distance, which was
lacking in Andreussi and Gurtin’s (1977) treatment. Like Andreussi and Gurtin (1977), we examine
a half-space, which conveniently avoids the assignment of boundary conditions at the base of the
ﬁlm. Although an inﬁnitely deep ﬁlm may seem especially oxymoronic in the context of thin ﬁlms,
modeling the ﬁlm in this manner is reasonable because the wrinkling is a surface phenomenon.
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However, there is still the open question of how our results would diﬀer when a ﬁlm of ﬁnite depth
is examined.
Further, our analysis involved a ﬁrst-order linearization of the governing bulk and superﬁcial
equations, which led to the subsequent quintic dispersion relation. Although a ﬁnding of linear
instability would not be aﬀected, a determination of linear stability might change for a higher order
analysis and would therefore be interesting to pursue. Since we have found that there are often
several possible stable roots when one of the dimensionless parameter groups is varied, a higher
order analysis might also provide insight into which one of those roots would govern the behavior
of the system.
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